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Abstract 
Payan, C., On the chromatic number of cube-like graphs, Discrete Mathematics 103 (1992) 
271-277. 
A cube-like graph is a graph whose vertices are all 2” subsets of a set E of cardinality n, in 
which two vertices are adjacent if their symmetric difference is a member of a given specified 
collection of subsets of E. Many authors were interested in the chromatic number of such 
graphs and thought it was always a power of 2. Although this conjecture is false (we show a 
cube-like graph of chromatic number 7), we prove that there is no cube-like graph with 
chromatic number 3. 
Introduction 
Let E be a finite set of cardinality n and S c P(E) a family of its subsets. 
The cube-like graph en(S) is the graph with vertex set P(E), two vertices 
and y being adjacent if and only if x + y, the symmetric difference of x and 
x 
Y 
belongs to S. This notion has been introduced by Lovasz who proved that every 
cube-like graph has an integral spectrum [2]. 
Distance graphs are a particular case of cube-like graphs: Let D = 
id,, da . . . 9 d,} be a finite set of integers; the distance graph Q,[dr, d,, . . . , d,] 
is the graph with vertex set P(E), two vertices x and y being adjacent if and only 
if the Hamming distance between x and y belongs to D. 
Several authors were interested in these kinds of graphs, in particular in their 
chromatic number x. 
Jaeger [4] was specially interested in the graph Q,(S) in the case where S is a 
family of subsets of cardinality two, i.e., the edge set of some graph. He proved 
that if the chromatic number of the graph corresponding to S is y, then 
x(Q,(S)) s 2r’“gZY1 
and thought that equality would hold. 
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In [5] it was proved that x(Q,[2]) = 2 r’ogznl if n is of the form 2’, 2’ - 1, 2’ - 2 or 
2’-3. 
In [l], Dvorak et al asked for the chromatic number of distance graphs and 
thought it was a power of 2. Sokolova [7] proved that the chromatic number of 
Qz,Jl, 2/c], the ‘extended odd graph’, is 4. 
In this paper, we prove that there is no cube-like graph of chromatic number 3. 
Sokolova’s result is a particular case of this property. 
However, we show that the chromatic number of cube-like graphs, and even of 
distance graphs, is not always a power of 2; for instance, x(QJ3, 41) = 
x(Qd41) = 7. 
A class H of 4-chromatic graphs without triangles 
Let HfE = (V, E) be the graph with vertex set 
(S, = {x’,, xi, . . . , xikcl}, with i = 0, 1, , . . , p) defined by the following 
construction: 
H&,,, is an odd cycle of length 2k + 1. (G,, denotes the subgraph of G induced 
by S.) For i # 0, H&, is an independent set. For i # 0 the vertices belonging to Si 
are adjacent only to vertices belonging to Si_l or to Si+i in the following way: 
l Vj, T(xi’) f-l s, = r(xp) f-l S,, 
l ViSl,Vjj, T(Xj+l)nsi=T(Xj-‘)nsi, 
l T(z)=S,. 
For example, l$ is the complete graph with four vertices, Hi is the 
Mycielski-graph, H: is shown in Fig. 1. For k 3 2, Hi is a graph without triangles. 
Now, we will show that every graph Hpk has chromatic number equal to four. 
Lemma 1. Let C = (a,, al, . . . , a,_J be a directed cycle of length n the vertices of 
which are labelled 1, 2, 3. For i, j E (1, 2, 3}, let eij be the number of arcs ‘ij’ 
minus the number of arcs ‘ji’. We have, e12 = ez3 = e31 = t(C). 
Proof. Consider the directed graph with three vertices 1, 2, 3 obtained by 
identifying the vertices of C labelled by i E (1, 2, 3) into a vertex i; this graph is a 
directed cycle. The cocircuit relative to the vertex 1 gives ei2 = e31. 
(t(C) is the index of the labelled cycle i.e., the number of revolutions 
(~2~3)) 0 
Lemma 2. Let D be the subdivision of C obtained by adding a vertex a,! ‘on’ each 
arc (ai, Qitlmodn) and assume there is a good coloration of D with 1, 2, 3, 
compatible with the labelling of C. Let C’ = (a& a;, . . . , a;) be the cycle labelled 
with 1, 2, 3 with respect to the color of these vertices in D. Then t(C) = t(C). 
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Fig. 1. 
i means Pi 
i...k means Pi+...+Pk 
xi y means x+y = Pi 
Proof. On the reduced graph obtained from C by identifying the vertices of the 
same color, let us color each arc (q, Ui+lmdn ) by the color given to the vertex af 
in D. It is easy to see that, as well as t(C), t(C’) is the index of the cycle. 0 
Lemma 3. Consider an odd cycle T = (x1, x2, . . . , x~+~) and a good coloration 
of T with 1, 2, 3, C= (~1, ~2, . . . , +k+J (ci E (1, 2, 3}, Vi, ci fCi+lmod2k+l)e Let 
the CyCk S=T2=(x1,xg,.. .,x~~+~,x~,.. . , xqk) have the coloration D = 
( cl, c3, . . . , C2k+l, c2, . . . , c2k). Then t(S) # 0. 
Proof. By induction on k. 
The property is true for the cycle of length 3 (k = 1). 
Case (a) C = (i, j, Z)p ({i, j, Z} = (1, 2, 3)). 
Then D = (i, Z, j)” and It(D)1 =p. 
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Case (b) If we are not in Case (a) then T contains three vertices xi, x~+~, xi+* 
colored respectively Z, Z, Z, say 1, 2, 1. 
By deleting Xi+1 and identifying Xi and xi+2 we obtain a shorter odd cycle T’ 
with a good coloration C’. It is easy to see that, for the cycle S’ = T’* with the 
induced coloration, we have e&S’) = e&S) because the neighbors Xi--l and X~+~ 
of xi+r in S’ are not colored 1. Therefore t(S’) = t(S). 
By induction hypothesis t(S’) # 0, then t(S) # 0. 0 
Theorem 1. y(Hpk) = 4. 
Proof. By Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 we see that every good coloration of S, in three 
colors implies a three coloration of Si and then a three coloration of each Si. The 
vertex z which is adjacent to every vertex of S, must be colored with a fourth 
color. Otherwise, it is obvious to see that four colors are sufficient. 0 
The maio result 
Theorem 2. For every nonbipartite cube-like graph Q,(S), r(Q,(S)) 3 4. 
Proof. Qn(,S) contains an odd cycle of minimal length C,,,, = (x:, xy, . . . , x&J. 
We will illustrate the proof by the case k = 3 (see Fig. 1). 
Let 
Z$=x;+xo,, Pk =x:+x:, 
p,=x;+xo,, P /c+1 =x4 + xi, 
P,=xZ+xo,, Pk+2 = xi +x$ 
P&l = x;k_l +x&, P2k-1= L-2 + XL-l, 
P2k = x& + x;, 
PO, PI, . . . 7 P*lc ES, PO + P, + . ’ . + P2k = 0 
and by the minimality of the length of the odd cycle we have 
Vi, j E (0, 1, . . . , 2k}, i#j+E#z. 
Indeed, if &=q then e+e=0 and we have P,+. .a + Pi_I+ Pi+l+ -0. + 
e-,+ P,+l+. . . + Pzk = 0 which gives a shorter odd cycle. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
x~=Po+P,+~~~+P,_,. 
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Then 
Similarly 
xO=P +p*+***+p 2 1 k, 
x0= P 3 k+Z+Pk+3+* "+&b 
xO=P +p,+** *+P 4 2 k+l, 
0 
++l= & + PO + - . * + P&2, 
x~k=Pk+Pk+l+“‘+P~-1. 
There is a vertex xi different from xp adjacent to x!-~ and x:+~ defined by 
x’=P 0 k+l+ pk+2+. * ' +P2k-l~ 
x’=P +p,+.**+p_ 1 1 k 1, 
x; = Pk+2 + Pk+3 + ’ . ’ + P2k, 
x;k=PO+Pl+“‘+Pk_2. 
There is a vertex x: different from xi’ adjacent to x:-1 and xi,1 defined by 
x2=P +P +***+p_ 0 1 2 k 2, 
x2= P 1 k+2+Pk+3+' * *+P2k-l, 
& = Pk+l + Pk+2 +. ’ * + P2&2. 
In the same way we have 
x{ = P, + P*+l+ * * * + Pr+k-l--j for some r, 
until 
x:-i = ps, (Ps, 6 0 
These last vertices xi-‘, x:-l, . . . , x$i’ are all adjacent to the vertex xk = 0. 
Therefore we can see that the graph Q,(s) contains a subgraph isomorphic to 
Z$‘. Thus its chromatic number is at least 4. •i 
A counterexample 
Now, we exhibit a distance graph, Q,[4], and therefore a cube-like graph, the 
chromatic number of which is not a power of 2. 
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Fig. 2. 
In Fig. 2 we show a 7-coloration of Q6[4]. (Q,[4] consists of two isomorphic 
components and we show only one of them; each of these components is 
isomorphic to Q,[3, 41.) 
In Fig. 2, ‘ii. - . I’ represents the subset {i, j, . . . , Z}, ‘3 represents the subset 
E\{i, j}, two subsets at distance 4 are adjacent, edges are omitted, vertices are 
colored II, 2, . . . ,I. 
It is easy easy to see that the chromatic number of the subgraph of QJ4] 
induced by the whole part and the parts with two elements is 5. Then 
5 G x(QJ4]) < 7. Actually, it is not very difficult to prove that x(QJ4]) = 7. 
On the other hand, a computer research has shown that this is the smallest 
counter-example. 
A question 
Cube-like graphs and distance graphs are generalizations of the hypercube. 
Another generalization is the notion of (0,2)-graph [6,3]. A (0,2)-graph is a 
graph in which two vertices have zero or two common neighbors. 
The proof of Theorem 2 leads us to presume that the property shown in this 
theorem might be also true for finite (0,2)-graphs. Notice however that it is 
possible to construct infinite (0,2)-graphs with chromatic number 3. Starting from 
an odd cycle we add inductively a second common neighbor to each pair of 
vertices which have only one common neighbor. 
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